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Scientists have found that we may control the spin of electrons and utilize it in 
spintronics, which may provide the possibility to overcome the limitation in Moore’s 
law. Based on similar idea, valleytronics using valley degree of freedom has been 
proposed, and more recently pseudospintronics using pseudospin degree of freedom has 
also been proposed. Spintronic, valleytronic, and pseudospintronic devices are perfect 
candidates for quantum computers which are expected to be much faster than classical 
computers. On the other hand, elemental two-dimensional materials are anticipated to 
play an important role in spintronics, valleytronics, and pseudospintronics. They are 
also called Dirac materials because their electrons behave like massless Dirac particles 
obeying Dirac equation instead of Schrodinger equation like the electrons in other 
materials. One common characteristic of elemental 2D materials is the possession of 
honeycomb lattice structure which results in the existence of two atoms in one unit cell, 
and gives rise to two sublattices, A and B. This two-sublattice system contributes to a 
new concept called pseudospin. 
Silicene is single-layer silicon. It is a relatively new elemental two-dimensional 
Dirac material. The main differences of silicene from graphene are the out-of-plane 
buckling and the larger spin-orbit interaction that allow the band gap in silicene to be 
tunable by electric field. The differences also cause silicene under a certain condition to 
behave as a topological insulator, a group of materials that have many exotic 
characteristics such as quantum spin Hall effect. Combining these properties with the 
accumulated knowledge in silicon industry makes silicene a material with great 
potential for spintronic and quantum computational applications. 
 The aim of this dissertation is to investigate the electronic transport properties 
of silicene for spintronics, and particularly explore the potential of silicene as a material 
for light sensitive devices. The dual ferromagnetic-gated silicene junction is used as the 
basic structure in our investigation which are separated into two parts. First, we study 
the electronic transport properties of the structure to see the effects of electric field, 
magnetic exchange field configuration, and chemical potential on the spin-polarized, 
valley-polarized, and pseudospin-polarized currents. The electric fields and magnetic 
exchange fields are applied to ferromagnetic gates, while chemical potentials are 
applied to ferromagnetic gates and the normal region between gates. Second, we 
investigate the effects of off-resonant circularly polarized photo irradiation onto the 
normal region between gates under the influence of electric fields, magnetic exchange 
fields, and chemical potentials. 
We discovered that magnetic exchange field configuration has a significant 
impact in the spin, valley, and pseudospin currents, and allows the device structure to 
behave as a pure spin polarizer, pure valley polarizer, or a pseudospin polarizer. The 
junction in our study exhibits perfect spin-valley polarization in certain exchange field 
configurations when chemical potential is applied. We also found that the peaks splitting 
effect on conductance is enhanced in all exchange field configurations when a middle 
gate bias is applied. We also predict that the pseudospin polarization can be linearly 
controlled by electric field from %100−  to %100+  when an appropriate middle gate 
bias is applied. This perfectly controllable pseudospin current in silicene was found only 
in dual ferromagnetic-gated junctions, and is not achievable with single 
ferromagnetic-gated junctions.  
In the second part, it is found that all components of the polarized spin-valley 
currents in all exchange field configurations are affected by the light irradiation, 
probably due to the photon dressing effect. It is interesting to see possibility of 
spin-valley filtering when appropriate electric fields are applied to anti-parallel 
junctions under the light irradiation, where we can select specific spin-valley 
polarization to be filtered. We discovered that by adjusting the distance between two 
ferromagnetic gates, the light frequency for the appearance of spin-valley polarization 
peak can be controlled. Our investigation also revealed a possibility to control tunneling 
magnetoresistance (TMR) to become giant magnetoresistance (GMR) with appropriate 
application of electric fields and gate-induced chemical potentials under a specific light 
frequency. It is found that TMR magnitude may change significantly at a specific light 
frequency when the strength of electric field or chemical potential reaches a certain 
level. We also successfully demonstrate the control of spin polarization and valley 




































































           
 
 
 
 
 
